Isolation of proteorhodopsin-bearing bacterium JL-3 from fresh water and characterization of the proteorhodopsin.
Proteorhodopsins (PRs), light-driven proton pumps, constitute the largest family of the microbial rhodopsins. PRs are widely distributed in the oceanic environment and freshwater, but no bacteria with PRs have been isolated from freshwater so far. To facilitate isolation of the bacteria with PR genes, we constructed a vector system that can be used to clone potential PR genes and render color changes when overexpressed in Escherichia coli. Using this method, we successfully isolated a strain with PR gene from freshwater and identified it as Exiguobacterium sp. JL-3. The full length PR gene was then cloned using the SEFA PCR method. Protein sequence alignment showed that JL-3_PR shares high sequence identity (84-89%) with the PRs from Exiguobacterium strains, but low sequence identity (< 38%) with other PRs. Surprisingly, we could not detect any proton-pumping activity in the native JL-3 cells and protoplasts, but the recombinant JL-3_PR do pump protons when overexpressed in E. coli. Sequence analysis further revealed that the PRs from Exiguobacterium had an unusual lysine as the proton donor instead of the typical acidic residue. These data suggest that JL-3_PR is a sensory PR rather than a proton pump.